**Rix Products**

**Water / Oil Tank Ladder Kit**

The Rix Ladder Kit is intended to be used with the Rix Water / Oil Tank Kits. But can be used for most any project in need of a ladder.

First remove the ladder and ladder brackets (small L shaped parts) from sprue. Glue the ladder brackets to the ladder as shown in Fig 1. (The number of brackets used is up to you.) Once the glue has dried your ready to apply the ladder to the side of tank.

Some styles of tanks had a level indicator to determine how full the tank was. Fig 2 shows the pulley assembly. Remove the assembly from the sprue and glue the two halves together. (fig 3) Set the assembly on top of your tank with a little of the assembly hanging over the edge.

Next is the indicator. (fig 4) The indicator should hang by a cable directly below the pulley assembly. The height of the indicator depends on how full the tank is. The closer the tank is to being full the lower the indicator will be. Remove the indicator and apply to the side of you tank. A cable can be added if desired.
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